Are you hiding from new software opportunities?

It's very easy to bury yourself in the security and comfort of working in one area of the software field. However, this same feeling of security could be holding you back from some very exciting challenges that will enhance your professional life.

Litton Data Systems can give you a chance to start a new adventure in engineering software.

We design and develop complete software packages for advanced military command, control and communications equipment. At present, we're working on programs for artillery control, air defense and intelligence systems and are looking for talented people to provide new insight.

We require 5-15 years' software experience. We prefer people who have managed or acted as a group leader for 3-5 programmers. Excellent documentation and writing skills are a must. Defense related experience is helpful but not required.

Now is the time to make a move into the exciting field of engineering software. We'll provide you with an excellent salary and a benefits package which includes company-paid medical, dental and life insurance, continuing education and a recreational program. Interested individuals are encouraged to forward their resume and salary requirements to:

Jim Robertson
Department 209
8000 Woodley Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91409
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